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When it comes to charging the Oppo A9 2020, you have a
microUSB port on the bottom that you can use to plug in a
standard charger. The USB type-C port is on the bottom, while the
SIM and volume rocker can be found on the right side. Oppos A9
2020 CPH1937 also has a 3.5mm headphone jack on the top. The
Oppo A9 2020 comes with Oppos 3800 mAh battery. The Oppo A9
2020 runs on Android 9 Pie which has a waterdrop icons on it. It
also includes the Google playstore and allows you to access many
apps and features. Over the years, its exclusive features have
remained the same. First and foremost is its absolutely beautiful
look and feel. For the Oppo A9 2020, oppo is in the process of
updating so the phone can be updated to Android 10. As soon as
Oppos updates the phone, we will update the android on this
page so keep up with us. The Oppo A9 2020is available in
attractive colors, including space purple, marine green, and
vanilla mint. A leather covered variant will also be available. Its
sleek unibody design is almost reminiscent of the iPhone X. While
the silver and pink versions are limited to China only, the black
and vanilla mint colors are available in India. In terms of the build,
the Oppo A9 2020 comes with a glass front (protected by Gorilla
Glass 3), plastic back, and plastic frame. On the front, the device
features a 6.5-inch display and a 16 MP f/2.0 selfie camera. Its
back panel is equipped with four rear cameras: 48 MP f/1.8 wide,
8 MP f/2.3, 13mm ultrawide, 2 MP f/2.4, and 2 MP f/2.4 depth
sensors. Besides that, the Oppo A9 2020 comes with a rear-
mounted fingerprint sensor and a 3.5mm headphone jack. It is
available in three colors: Marine Green, Space Purple, and Vanilla
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Mint.

Official Oppo A9 2020 CPH1937 (Qualcomm) Stock
Rom

official oppo a9 2020 cph1937 (qualcomm) stock rom is the latest
oppo a9 2020 stock firmware with some bug fixes and some other

features. this firmware works without any problem and is
compatible with all oppo a9 2020 devices. this firmware is based

on the latest oppo a9 2020 firmware. so, you can easily install this
firmware by flashing the twrp zip. you can get this firmware from
here: oppo a9 2020 cph1937 (qualcomm) stock rom this oppo a9
2020 firmware is based on the oppo a9 2020 firmware released

on 10-nov-2019 (cfw 1.0.4). the oppo a9 2020 firmare released on
11-jan-2020 (cfw 1.1.0) is different from this oppo a9 2020 stock

firmware. so, if you want to root and install apps on oppo a9
2020, you must install the oppo a9 2020 firmware released on

11-jan-2020 (cfw 1.0). this oppo a9 2020 firmware is an unofficial
oppo a9 2020 firmware. the original developer of this oppo a9

2020 firmware is not responsible for any damage occurred to your
oppo a9 2020 by flashing this firmware. back in february 2019, a
developer named kambing solved the bootlooping issue of the

oppo a9 2020 model with cph1937 (qualcomm) by replacing the
boot.img with a new one using the 32bit kernel 2.6.32.69-dm-b2.

now, oppo has started to distribute this rom officially, the user
community has had a lot of fun with it for quite a while. if you
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have the time, you can download it from oppo's github. you can
use this thread to download oppo a9 2020 cph1937 (qualcomm)

stock rom. the oppo a9 2020 (qualcomm) stock firmware is based
on android 9 pie and it will be better than any unofficial firmware

for oppo a9 2020 (qualcomm). 5ec8ef588b
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